
He was beautiful and deadly, so much like the dragons our kind revered. Perched precariously on a runaway bison 
probably wasn’t the best time to be awestruck by Kai Gracen but there was little I could do about my reactions to 
him. Even as angry as I was and how much I would love throttle him to death at that moment, I knew I never could. 

Not just because I wouldn’t be able to bring myself to do it but also because Kai could easily skin me alive and 
debone my flesh with one of the many knives he had hidden about his body before I could launch an attack. 

Much like the dragons, Kai was not one to poke at. 

“How?” I shouted through rattling teeth. I was stupid enough to try to get a look at where the bison was taking me 
and nearly lost hold. The creature was moving too quickly and from what I could see, there appeared to be a very 
large chasm in my immediate future. 

“Put your damn legs through the open window and slide in!” Kai barely gave me a glance, fighting to keep the 
purple car on the road. The asphalt was beginning to break up more and the vehicle rattled and shook, a jittering 
target Kai wanted me to jump into. “Hurry up! We’re running out of road!” 

I’d always thought myself fairly in shape. I trained every day with Alexa and spent a good portion of my puberty 
learning about military strategies and combat skills but what Kai proposed was insane. My back was to the car and 
even if I was able to maneuver my legs around or under me, I was going to have to swing in and hope my core 
strength was good enough to hold my weight. 

I wasn’t cut out for these kinds of things. I was a diplomat. A leader of my people. Not some hardscrabble monster 
bounty hunter with less sense than an ostrich — I knew what one of those was — and a death wish. Because if 
anyone ever had a death wish, it was definitely Kai and he seemed bound and determined to drag me along for the 
ride. 

“Do it!” he shouted at me. “Or I’m going to be picking up pieces of you from here to the end of Pendle.” 

The bison was definitely flagging and the lions were becoming larger, their powerful bodies seemingly filled with 
endless energy when I specifically recall Kai telling me they were sprinters mostly, not long-distance runners. I wish 
someone had told the lions that because by now, they should have fallen off their prey so I could of let go. 

I did let go. Or at least unhooked my legs from the beast’s torso. Scrabbling for a very tight hold on its thick pelt, I 
lifted my aching limbs up, bringing my knees as close to my chest as I could then took a leap of faith and punched 
them back out as Kai brought the car as close to the animal as he could. I felt his hand grab the waistband of my 
jeans, yanking me towards him and the hard scrape of the rubber gasket along the window frame tore at my skin 
but I couldn’t seem to get my fingers to work and they cramped, refusing to let go of the bison. I’d been holding on 
too long, too hard and now they were locked into place, my knuckles torn raw by the roughness of its hairy 
shoulders. 

Kai yanked hard, pulling me towards him and I was once again reminded how much stronger he was than me. He’d 
spent his life hunting and hauling back enormous predators, mostly the ainmhi dubh who preyed on the edges of 
civilization, arcane creatures more vicious and capricious than the lions running us down. Another vicious pull on 
my waistband and my fingers gave in to the pressure, pulling free of the bison’s pelt. I ached too much to do more 
than fold down into the seat and a second later, the car was spinning, driven into an about-face maneuver Kai could 
probably do with his eyes closed. 

The car fought the road, bucking much like the monster I rode moments before as its tires sought some kind of 
purchase across the broken asphalt. The herd veered, tearing right and back up across the prairie, furry minnows 
leaping through a golden sea of waving grasses. Panting heavily, I watched them disappear into a dip, losing sight 
of the creature I’d clung to for so long. The lions gave chase but they were finally worn out, plunging into the 
grasses with little hope of catching up. 



Next to me, Kai straightened the car and hurtled us back down the road we’d traveled on, taking us towards the 
city. He didn’t so much as look at me but I could feel his repressed anger rolling off of him like sheets of heat. Or, 
much like a dragon bathing its victims in fire. 

“Kai —” I began but he shook his head, gritting his teeth with an expression I knew all too well. He was frustrated 
and about to blow. 

“I don’t know what fucking possessed you to jump off of that cliff and onto the bison,” he grumbled at me, that rich 
throaty purr of his weaving in and out of his melodic, old world-tinted Singlish. “I told you to get into the car. What 
part of that didn’t you understand? If the herd hadn’t gotten to the road, there was no way in hell I would have been 
able to rescue you and you’d be elfin nuggets right now for those fucking lions.” 

I only had one excuse but it was a good one. Clearing my throat, I said very carefully, “You said to get into the 
Nova. Actually you said to jump into the Nova. And I know that your mastery of Sidhe is sometimes tenuous but let 
me inform you that the word Nova? It sounds very much like our word for cow.” 


